Community Microgrid Webinar
Agenda
Presentations: 10:00am - 11:00am
Q&A: 11:00am - 11:30am
You may submit questions using the Q&A box
on the bottom right panel of the WebEx event screen.
Please type your question and address it to the HOST.
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Jim Gallagher

Executive Director - New York State Smart Grid Consortium
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Carol Garcia

State Energy Agency Liaison to the Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
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New York Rising Communities
Building Back Better
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conceptual Plans Completed October 28, 2013
List of Strategies Completed November 30, 2013
Identification of Priority Projects Complete January 31, 2014
Third Public Engagement Meeting held by February 28, 2014
Final Plan Complete March 31, 2014
Fourth Public Engagement Meeting held by May 12, 2014
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Reconstruction Strategy:
Microgrids
• Keen interest in microgrids statewide
• Today’s purpose:
•
•

Clarity on definition, criteria, pros and cons
Equip communities with information to make intelligent and informed
decisions

• Panel of experts convened today to help inform your
decision-making process
• A continuous education – ask questions
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Speakers and Subject Matter Experts
Moderator:
James Gallagher – Executive Director – Smart Grid Consortium
Presenters:
Thomas Bourgeois – Deputy Director – Pace Energy and Climate Center
Mark Torpey – Director: Research and Development – New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority (NYSERDA)
Brian Morrison – Principal – Industrial Economics, Inc.
Subject Matter Experts:
Michael Worden – NYS Department of Public Service
Cameron Bard – NYS Governor’s Office
Kate Dineen – NY Rising Policy Director
Amanda Hansen – NY Rising Policy Director
Zachary Richner – NY Rising Policy Director
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Thomas Bourgeois

Deputy Director – Pace Energy and Climate Center
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Community Microgrids in New York

Securing Our Energy Future By Investing In Communities
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Overview
• What are microgrids, and how do they contribute to energy
resiliency?
• What technologies can be used in a microgrid, and how can
they provide environmentally superior, cost-effective
power?
• What is the roadmap to developing a community
microgrid? What types of studies, financing decisions, and
regulatory hurdles will project champions need to address?
• What tools and resources are available to communities to
assist in the microgrid development process?
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Microgrids can Combine Variety of Technologies to Serve Various
Types of Energy Users
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CHP/ District Energy can be Centerpiece of Microgrid
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Microgrids with CHP Incorporating Distributed Renewable Energy
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Microgrids with CHP, Renewable Energy & Storage:
Hybrid Systems for Clean & Reliable Power
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Menu of Microgrid Technologies
• Whole-Building Energy Efficiency Retrofits: Employed before
“right sizing” generation
• Renewables: solar photovoltaic, solar thermal, wind, hydro,
geothermal, and biomass
• CHP, District heating and cooling systems
• Energy storage technologies: batteries, flywheels, and
physical materials like hot water, ice, or hydrogen
• Intelligent energy management devices and IT systems :
communicate to balance load and generation
• Smart-grid technologies : manage interface and flows
between macrogrid and microgrid
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CHP - often Centerpiece of Reliable, Clean, and Economic
Microgrids
Continuously operates 24/7
Efficiently provides electrical and thermal energy
Reduces GHG emissions
Provides resilient power through storms, blackouts, and
other emergencies
New CHP Installations (#), 2007 - 2011
• Power prices in New York
State
Installations
could make microgrid
CA
95
projects more economical
NY
92
• Additional incentives such
CT
64
as preferential gas rates
MA
44
for gas used in CHP
•
•
•
•

Source: ICF/CHP database
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CHP Versus Backup Generation
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Microgrid Benefits: Energy Resiliency
• Moody’s Analytics estimated nearly $20 billion in losses due to
suspended business activities after Superstorm Sandy
• PlaNYC Resiliency report cites $19 billion in total losses from Sandy for
NYC alone
• NY Commission 2100 Report January 2013 calls for accelerated pace of
DG/Microgrids deployment as component of future resiliency planning
• Microgrids are a component of Governor Cuomo’s Storm Preparedness
Plan - pledges $40 million for several microgrids through the NY Prize
initiative
• On-site generation can serve the needs of communities when
macrogrid is down
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Resilient Infrastructure:
South Oaks Hospital - Amityville, NY
• Hospital & Nursing Home campus with natural gas-powered CHP system
•

System consists of five 250 kW IntelliGen engines

• When macrogrid went down during Sandy, South Oaks transitioned to
“island mode” - no interruption of power
• CHP System provided 100% of the facility’s electricity, thermal and hot
water demands for 15 days
• In addition to meeting the hospital’s needs,
South Oaks admitted evacuated patients
from nearby healthcare facilities,
refrigerated medications, and housed
hospital staff who had lost power
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Community Microgrids:
Co-Op City - Bronx, NY
• One of the largest cooperative housing units
in the world
•
•

35 residential buildings
over 55,000 residents

• 38 MW CHP
• Utility savings estimated $15,000,000 per year
• CHP facility provided full power to Co-Op City
before, during, and after Superstorm Sandy
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Microgrid Benefits: Lower Energy Costs
•

Burrstone microgrid’s college, nursing home and hospital : each save $300,000 $500,000 annually, or 15-20%, creating a 10 year payback period

•

Cornell University microgrid : 8-10% return on investment through energy savings

•

FDA’s White Oak microgrid : cost $71 million but expected to save $11 million a year in
electricity

•

South Oaks Hospital CHP system : saves nearly $540,000 annually (on $1.467 million
energy bill)

•

NY Presbyterian : by purchasing 10% more fuel (natural gas) they avoid purchasing
80% of electricity requirements

•

NOTE: From site to site, microgrids may impose more costs than they save. Many
projects rely on improved power reliability to justify this investment
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Microgrid Benefits: Reduced emissions & CO2
• Cornell microgrid – 5 0,000 tons per year CO2 reductions, or 40%
• Burrstone microgrid - 4,000 tons per year CO2 reduction
• NYU microgrid - 44,000 tons per year CO2 reduction
• UMass Medical Center - achieved a 19% decrease in net annual
GHG emissions
• NY Presbyterian - 27,000 tons per year CO2 reduction
• South Oaks Hospital - reduced carbon footprint by >1,900 tons per
year and NOX reduced 95% in 2012 (removed hospital from Major
Source site!)
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Community Microgrid Roadmap
Step 1: Set project goals
Step 2: Organize and educate core stakeholders
Step 3: Identify project site
Step 4: Conduct first level screening
Step 5: Conduct second level screening
Step 6: Conduct audit grade study
Step 7: Acquire financing
Step 8: Acquire necessary approvals
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Community Microgrids Roadmap:
Set Project Goals and Identify Project Site
•

Energy planning process may help ensure that communities plan for where their
energy needs will be in the future

•

Finding an anchor energy user (e.g., hospitals, universities, convention centers,
industrial parks, commercial office centers, and prisons) can help provide access to
capital, as well as ensure future load

•

Identify sites with substantial wasted energy: e.g., Bridgeport CT is the home to an
existing waste-to-energy facility that has no present use for its waste heat.
NuPower Thermal LLC plans to distribute 3 million cubic feet of heating through
1.5 miles of piping from the facility, bringing low cost heating to a large part of
downtown Bridgeport
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Finding the Right Site: Complementary Users Combine to Form a Single High and Steady Demand
Meaning Microgrid Generators are Less Likely to Sit Idle or Run Inefficiently
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Community Microgrids Roadmap:
Feasibility and Audit Grade Studies
Multiple levels of screening:
•

First level screening: e.g., a free feasibility analysis for CHP systems provided by
US DOE based on utility bills

•

Second level screening: more in-depth look at technical and financial aspects of
a project, including more precise analysis of installation and operating costs,
possible business models, and project risks

•

Audit grade study: exacting study of full cost and all future revenue streams.
Necessary to solicit financing
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Community Microgrids Roadmap:
Financing
• Grants:
• Each locality in the NY Rising Community Reconstruction Program is
eligible for between $3 M and $25 M of Community Development Block
Grant – Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) funds for rebuilding a more
resilient community
• Governor Cuomo’s Community Grid NY Prize Commission will offer
$40M to develop microgrids in 2014
• NYSERDA funding for qualifying CHP projects

• Debt
• Tax exempt bonds available to public entities

• Third Party Service Models
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Community Microgrids Roadmap:
Ownership Models
• Utility companies can own the distribution infrastructure in a microgrid,
and potentially its generation in the future
• Single energy user can own its own microgrid - Cornell and NYU
campuses
• Unrelated users contractually bound to each other can collectively own
microgrid’s assets
• Single landowner can own a microgrid and serve power to its tenants
(and be assured of avoiding burdensome utility regulations that might
otherwise apply to unrelated users)
• Independent provider can own the microgrid and provide power to
one or several energy users, e.g. the Burrstone project in Utica,
connecting a hospital, college and nursing home
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What Does a Microgrid Cost?
Cost estimates vary greatly depending on location, existing infrastructure, types of
loads, and types of technologies Examples give general sense : $3 M - $9 M / MW
• Hartford CT - 600 kw generator will serve 350 kw school, 80 kw supermarket and
20 kw gas station for approximately $2.9M, including all studies and distribution
investment
• Burrstone - spent $16.3M on project that included four reciprocating engines for
3.6MW total, providing 80% of electric load to hospital, nursing home, university.
Also produces 7,000 lbs/hr (100 psig steam) and 700 gpm (200ºF) hot water. Paid
for by energy users through a 15-year power purchase agreement
• Cornell - 37.9 MW, 860,000 lbs/hr (100 psig steam) system cost $135-138M,
although it projects savings from reduced electricity purchases alone of $14M
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What Is The Timeline For Microgrid Development?
Microgrid development can vary greatly in development time
General, conceptual overview of the process - representative timeline from CT’s pilot
program:
A Representative Timeline from Hartford – Parkville and Jennings Road Projects
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Community Microgrids Roadmap
Regulatory Matters: What Approvals Might Be Required?
• “Qualifying facility” status, exempting project from public utility
regulation, requested from NYS Public Service Commission
• Franchise or lesser consent, requested from municipal
government, to cross public rights of way
• Building-related approvals: e.g., building permits, zoning variances,
excavation permits, engineering permits, and other approvals in
compliance with state and local laws
• Air permitting: For NYS DEC’s Air Permitting and Registration
Program, see http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/8569.html
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Resources: CHP Technical Assistance Partnerships
Key Activities:
• Market Opportunity Analysis
Supporting analyses of CHP market
opportunities in diverse markets including
industrial, federal, institutional, and commercial
sectors
• Education and Outreach
Providing information on the energy and non-energy benefits
and applications of CHP to state and local policy makers,
regulators, end users, trade associations, and others
• Technical Assistance
Providing technical assistance to end-users and stakeholders to
help them consider CHP, waste heat to power, and/or district
energy with CHP in their facility and to help them through the
development process from initial CHP screening to installation

http://eere.energy.gov/manufacturing
/distributedenergy/chptaps.html
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Mark Torpey

Director: Research and Development
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA)
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Brian Morrison

Principal - Industrial Economics, Incorporated
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Potential for Microgrids to Support Critical Services:
Benefit-Cost Analysis
•

NYSERDA, DPS, and State’s Division of Homeland Security and Emergency
Services are currently assessing the potential for microgrids to support
delivery of public health and safety services during extended grid outages;
e.g.:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Fire
Police
Medical
Public water supply
Wastewater treatment

Study will analyze costs and benefits of developing microgrids in
communities affected by recent severe storm events, such as Superstorm
Sandy
Analysis will examine impacts of operating in both grid-connected and
islanded mode
Focus: net benefit of a microgrid to society as a whole
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Elements of Cost Analysis
• Planning and administration
• Capital investments, including costs
to purchase and install infrastructure for:
•
•
•

Power generation
Energy storage
Energy distribution/interconnection to the grid

• Operation and maintenance costs, including
annual costs for:
•
•
•

Labor
Fuel
Other materials

• Environmental costs
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Elements of Benefits Analysis
Energy cost savings
Power quality benefits
Environmental benefits
Reliability benefits; i.e.,
losses/damages avoided
as a result of reductions
in exposure to power outages
• Benefits may depend significantly
on the anticipated frequency and
severity of outages caused by uncertain events
• Will explore sensitivity of results to assumptions concerning
frequency and duration of sustained power outages
•
•
•
•
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Project Timeline
• Study initiated spring 2013
• Methodology for benefit-cost
analysis developed fall 2013
• Design of potential microgrids
and additional data gathering at
selected sites is currently underway
• Study findings, including results of
benefit-cost analysis, anticipated
this spring (2014)
• Findings will provide a basis for
recommendations on the
establishment of microgrids in New York
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Q&A
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James Gallagher - Executive Director New York State Smart Grid Consortium
info@nyssmartgridconsortium.com
http://www.nyssmartgrid.com/microgrid
Carol Garcia - State Energy Liaison to the Governor's Office of Storm Recovery
carol.garcia@nypa.gov
http://stormrecovery.ny.gov/community-reconstruction-program
Thomas Bourgeois - Deputy Director – Pace Energy and Climate Center
tbourgeois@law.pace.edu
http://energy.pace.edu/community-energy
Mark Torpey - Director: Research and Development
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA)
mrt@nyserda.ny.gov
http://www.nyserda.ny.gov
Brian Morrison - Industrial Economics, Incorporated
bgm@indecon.com
http://www.indecon.com
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Thank You!
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